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Abstract: In the present day, Cloud based electronic wellbeing records are generally expanded in medical services foundation to limit the issue and restriction of paper based movement. Perhaps at the same time it's not executed because of many explanations, for example, security issues, consciousness of cloud and upkeep cost. However in the coming time cloud might become number one option because of its benefits to its client. In our review, a cloud based medical services framework is executed for putting away, recovering and refreshing a patient's wellbeing record from the Central cloud data set server. All clinics store the patient's information to this Central cloud data set server by utilizing the center product stage inside clinics. Confirmation server is too there to channel unapproved clients structure getting to the site and to award access for those approved clients. To foster our framework, we have utilized Salesforce, Lightning Aura Framework and different apparatuses were utilized. This paper moreover read up advantages of cloud for medical care foundation.
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